The output of a genome assembler generally comprises a collection of contiguous DNA sequences (contigs) whose relative placement along the genome is not defined. A procedure called scaffolding is commonly used to order and orient these contigs using paired read information. This ordering of contigs is an essential step when finishing and analyzing the data from a whole-genome shotgun project. Most recent assemblers include a scaffolding module; however, users have little control over the scaffolding algorithm or the information produced. We thus developed a general-purpose scaffolder, called Bambus, which affords users significant flexibility in controlling the scaffolding parameters. Bambus was used recently to scaffold the low-coverage draft dog genome data. Most significantly, Bambus enables the use of linking data other than that inferred from mate-pair information. For example, the sequence of a completed genome can be used to guide the scaffolding of a related organism. We present several applications of Bambus: support for finishing, comparative genomics, analysis of the haplotype structure of genomes, and scaffolding of a mammalian genome at low coverage. Bambus is available as an open-source package from our Web site.
The output of a genome assembler generally comprises a collection of contiguous DNA sequences (contigs) whose relative placement along the genome is not defined. A procedure called scaffolding is commonly used to order and orient these contigs using paired read information. This ordering of contigs is an essential step when finishing and analyzing the data from a whole-genome shotgun project. Most recent assemblers include a scaffolding module; however, users have little control over the scaffolding algorithm or the information produced. We thus developed a general-purpose scaffolder, called Bambus, which affords users significant flexibility in controlling the scaffolding parameters. Bambus was used recently to scaffold the low-coverage draft dog genome data. Most significantly, Bambus enables the use of linking data other than that inferred from mate-pair information. For example, the sequence of a completed genome can be used to guide the scaffolding of a related organism. We present several applications of Bambus: support for finishing, comparative genomics, analysis of the haplotype structure of genomes, and scaffolding of a mammalian genome at low coverage. Bambus is available as an open-source package from our Web site.
Large-scale whole-genome shotgun sequencing (WGS) was successfully used in 1995 to sequence, for the first time, the complete genome of a free-living organism, Haemophilus influenzae (Fleischmann et al. 1995) , a 1.83 million-base-pair (Mb) bacterium. Previously this technique-pioneered by Fred Sanger in 1982 (Sanger et al. 1982 )-had only been used to sequence DNA molecules of at most 200 thousand base pairs (kb). Shotgun sequencing involves breaking up the DNA at random into a collection of small fragments, sequencing those fragments, then using a computer program, called an assembler, to piece back together the original molecule. For Haemophilus, the original assembly contained 140 contiguous pieces of DNA (contigs) which then were joined together through laboratory experiments. The success of the Haemophilus assembly largely hinged upon the use of a "double-ended shotgun" strategy, in which both ends of a collection of DNA fragments of known sizes (2 kb and 15-20 kb) were sequenced. The pairing of sequencing reads from the ends of each fragment allowed the researchers at The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR) to order and orient the 140 contigs and then quickly fill in the gaps to produce the complete sequence of the genome. This procedure of ordering and orienting a collection of contigs, using paired read information, is called scaffolding (Roach et al. 1995) because it builds a virtual scaffold upon which a genome can be completed.
The success of the Haemophilus sequencing project led TIGR to incorporate scaffolding into all other sequencing projects, using a computer program called "grouper". Other sequencing centers performed scaffolding in a largely manual fashion, and until recently "grouper" was the only stand-alone scaffolder in use. The successful use of WGS at Celera to assemble the fruit fly genome (Myers et al. 2000) spurred the development of new assembly programs (Huson et al. 2001; Kent and Haussler 2001; Pevzner and Tang 2001; Batzoglou et al. 2002; Jaffe et al. 2003; Mullikin and Ning 2003) specifically designed to handle large genomes. These large-scale WGS assemblers rely heavily on read pairing information, and all of them include a scaffolding module. Moreover, it is now standard practice to report the scaffolds as part of the output of an assembler.
Our group, also faced with the challenge of handling increasingly larger genomes, decided to rewrite the aging "grouper" program. Our extensive experience in finishing genomes had taught us the value of using all available information for scaffolding, not only the information contained in read pairs but also diverse types of independent mapping data. The laboratory procedures for ordering and orienting contigs are much more expensive than generating shotgun reads (Tettelin et al. 1999; Beigel et al. 2001) , thus any additional information we can obtain electronically leads to considerable savings. We have developed a flexible scaffolder, Bambus, designed to accommodate large (including mammalian-sized) genomes and to use a variety of sources of linking information. Since October 2002, Bambus has been used successfully in all sequencing projects at TIGR. Bambus is available as an open-source package, freely available for downloading and redistribution, through our Web site at http://www.tigr.org/software/bambus.
The following sections describe in detail the current version of our software (version 2.3) and demonstrate its use in a variety of applications: scaffolding as support for finishing efforts, comparative analysis of multiple strains of Bacillus anthracis, analysis of the haplotype structure of eukaryotic genomes, and the analysis of a mammalian genome at low sequence coverage.
Shotgun Sequencing Overview
A shotgun sequencing project begins with a sample containing large numbers of identical (ideally) double-strand DNA molecules, which are sheared at random into a collection of small fragments. Both ends of each fragment are then sequenced to obtain a collection of sequencing reads as shown in Figure 1 . Current sequencing technologies are only able to generate reads between 600 and 1200 bp long, and thus the centers of the fragments usually remain unsequenced.
The reads have a defined orientation, as shown by the arrows in the figure, reflecting the DNA strand from which they were generated. The fragments are selected from a collection of libraries, where each library consists of fragments of roughly equal size that have been inserted into a cloning vector. Reads from opposite ends of the same clone insert are known as clone mates. A typical bacterial sequencing project may use a mixture of libraries of 2-4 kb and 10-12 kb in size, whereas larger projects also use fosmid (30-42 kb) or BAC (50-150 kb) libraries. The reads are then assembled into contiguous pieces (contigs) using an assembler. In all but the simplest cases, repeats and incomplete information prevent the assembler from reconstructing the original DNA molecule as a single contig. The output of the assembler thus consists of a collection of contigs, each contig representing a tiling of reads. Each contig has an implicit orientation, corresponding to the DNA strand being reconstructed. Each read is therefore represented by both its coordinates within the contig and its relative orientation with respect to the chosen orientation of the contig. Virtually all large assemblies contain many clone mates that reside in different contigs. This information, coupled with knowledge of the approximate size of the fragment, allows us to infer the relative placement and distance between the two contigs, as shown in Figure 2 .
Mated reads from opposite ends of the same fragment have traditionally been the only source of information used in scaffolding. Increasingly, though, other data sources are becoming available that provide equally powerful information for ordering and orienting contigs. One example is an alignment to a completed reference genome (Fig. 3C ), a type of data that is becoming increasingly common as the number of sequenced genomes increases. We used this approach in our analysis of the Bacillus anthracis genome , an example of which is described in the Results section. Additional sources of linking information include contig overlaps, physical maps, and information about the conservation of gene synteny (Fig. 3) . The first source, contig overlaps, may sound confusing if one assumes that the assembler always merges overlapping contigs. This is not always the case, as for example when a mixture of two divergent haplotypes is being assembled. In regions where the two haplotypes differ, the polymorphisms may be sufficient to prevent the assembler from putting contigs together. Scaffolding software can relax the criteria for detecting contig overlaps and then utilize this information to generate larger contigs.
In order to accommodate all such sources of contig adjacency information, Bambus accepts as input abstract contig links characterizing the relative orientation and spacing of adjacent contigs.
METHODS Background
Scaffolding involves finding an order and orientation of all contigs such that constraints imposed by contig links are satisfied. As described above, contig links may contain a variety of sources of information that imply a particular relative placement of two contigs. When the linking data contain errors, the general problem of globally satisfying all constraints is intractable (Huson et al. 2001; Kent and Haussler 2001) . Interestingly, the associated contig orientation problem is also intractable, as is the complementary problem of ordering the contigs when a proper orientation is given. The orientation problem is equivalent to finding a maximum bipartite subgraph, whereas the ordering problem is similar to the Optimal Linear Arrangement problem, both of which are NP-hard (Garey and Johnson 1979) . Therefore, it is necessary to pursue approximate solutions in order to obtain solutions in a reasonable amount of compute time.
Prior solutions to the scaffolding problem followed two general frameworks. The first formulates scaffolding as a nonlinear optimization problem under the constraints provided by the contig links (Thayer et al. 1999; Jaffe et al. 2003; J. Vinson, pers. comm.) . Due to the complexity of solving such nonlinear systems (typical solutions involve many iterations of complex relaxation steps), practical implementations of this approach are limited to local optimization steps within the scaffolder (Myers et al. 2000; Kent and Haussler 2001; Jaffe et al. 2003) . The second framework poses the scaffolding problem in graph theoretic terms. With one exception, the Eulerian graph approach of Pevzner and Tang (2001) , all scaffolding algorithms to date construct a graph whose nodes correspond to contigs and whose edges represent the presence of links between the corresponding contigs. In order to reduce the effect of errors, most scaffolders require at least two links between adjacent contigs. They then "bundle" all links between adjacent contigs into a single contig edge and greedily join the contigs into scaffolds. The pathmerging algorithm of Huson et al. (2001) examines the edges in decreasing order of the number of links in the bundle. Whenever the current edge links two distinct scaffolds, the algorithm attempts to merge the scaffolds together in a path-merging step. Arachne (Batzoglou et al. 2002; Jaffe et al. 2003) uses edge weights that depend on both the number of links and the size of the edge, whereas Phusion (Mullikin and Ning 2003) examines edges in order of their lengths, from smallest to largest. This latter approach simplifies the scaffold-merging step by reducing the chances that the scaffolds being merged intertwine. Arachne (Jaffe et al. 2003) and Jazz (Aparicio et al. 2002) incorporate an iterative error-correction step during which scaffolds may be broken and then recombined based on links that were not used during the original greedy step.
Bambus Overview
Most currently existing scaffolders are tightly coupled with a particular assembler, making it difficult or impossible for the user to influence the particular scaffolding algorithm or its parameters. Bambus attempts to overcome these limitations by using a flexible scaffolding algorithm and by providing a general XML-based interface for specifying contig linking information. Conversion scripts can be easily written to allow Bambus to utilize the output of most assembly programs; the current release includes interfaces for TIGR Assembler (Sutton et al. 1995) , phrap (Green 1994) or any other assembler producing .ACE files, and Arachne. Abstract contig links inferred from sources other than mate-pair information can be easily provided to Bambus. As an example, the current release of the MUMmer (Delcher et al. 1999 (Delcher et al. , 2002 alignment package contains a utility that converts alignments to a reference genome into Bambus-compatible linking data. Bambus also provides users with more control over the scaffolding algorithms. The core algorithm is based on a greedy heuristic whose parameters can be specified through a simple configuration file. For example, users can easily modify the minimum number of links from a particular library required to connect two contigs. The order in which links are considered also can be modified. Bambus allows users to specify such an order on the basis of link types or on the basis of the number of links connecting adjacent contigs. Thus, Bambus can emulate both the approach used in Phusion (Mullikin and Ning 2003) , where links are considered in order of their lengths, and the approach used by Huson et al. (2001) where links are considered in order of their redundancy.
By design, Bambus does not always generate an unambiguous ordering of contigs. Ambiguities in the scaffold are useful in guiding the finishing of a genome, or when analyzing its haplo- Pop et al.
type structure. Such examples will be discussed in detail in the Results section. However, when unambiguous scaffolds are required, Bambus can generate them via a separate module that "untangles" the ambiguous scaffolds into a collection of linear scaffolds.
Finally, Bambus documents the decisions taken by its internal algorithms by providing, for every link in the input, one of four possible codes. A valid link is one that was used in a scaffold and that is consistent with all other information; an invalid orientation link is one deemed erroneous due to orientation; an invalid length link is one that violates length constraints; and an unused link is one that was ignored by the program. These codes can be used to validate the output of Bambus, or can highlight problems with the input. For example, large numbers of links marked invalid due to their length may indicate that the library size estimates provided to Bambus were incorrect.
The following sections provide detailed descriptions of the algorithms used by Bambus.
Edge Bundling
To simplify the task of subsequent scaffolding stages, Bambus starts with a link-bundling step, which combines all links between two contigs into a single edge representing the adjacency relationship. Each individual link, l, can be described in terms of the relative orientation of the adjacent contigs, o, and the range of sizes allowed for the gap between the two contigs [g min , g max ].
The four possible orientations of two contigs A and B are shown in Figure 4 . For each pair of contigs, the bundling procedure starts by partitioning all links l 1..k into clusters based on orientation, that is, within each cluster all links imply the same relative orientation of the two contigs. Within each cluster, the bundling procedure finds those links whose size ranges agree, specifically, we identify the largest set of links that are pairwise consistent. This set can be easily identified in linear time because it is sufficient to find the largest clique in the interval graph induced by the inter-contig gap ranges for the links. The links that do not belong to the maximum clique for A and B are given the invalid length tag. The size range for each edge is thus defined by the intersection of size ranges for all links that are pairwise consistent (as described above). Note that the size of a link is defined as a range rather than a (mean, standard deviation) pair. We found this approach to work well in practice; furthermore, the specific distribution of link sizes is difficult or impossible to determine for some types of links, such as those inferred from comparative analyses. Future versions of Bambus will allow the specification of link sizes by mean and standard deviation for those links where such a representation is relevant.
At this point, the cluster with the most links is chosen, and all links in other clusters are given the invalid orientation tag. Finally, if the maximum cluster size for A and B is below a certain, user-defined limit (called redundancy), the whole cluster gets removed and no edge is created. The links removed by this final test are tagged as unused and made available to later stages in the algorithm. This approach is similar to that used by most existing scaffolders, which require two mate-pair links between any two contigs, a requirement that dramatically reduces the influence of errors in the link data. Bambus takes the technique one step further by allowing the user to specify different redundancies depending on the confidence in the data (e.g., we could allow single links from 2-kb libraries while requiring at least two BACend links).
We would like to bring to the attention of the reader the fact that the heuristics described in the previous paragraph, as well as those used in most other scaffolding programs, are based on the assumption that discrepancies in the linking data are caused by errors alone. This fact is not entirely true; for example, repeats misassembled by the assembler may introduce inconsistencies in the linking data. Although Bambus does not attempt to identify potential repeats, it reports in the output all discrepancies found during the edge-bundling stage in order to allow the users to identify the location of such possible misassemblies.
At the end of the bundling stage, the surviving valid links define a set of contig edges. These edges are naturally oriented, in the sense that given a particular orientation for one of the contigs, the relative order of the adjacent contigs is uniquely defined.
Note that two of the possible contig adjacencies (Fig. 4B ,D) require that contigs have opposite orientations. We call any such edge in a graph a reversal edge. These edges are essential in understanding the contig ordering problem.
In this graph formulation, scaffolding is equivalent to two separate problems: (1) contig orientation, which requires finding a consistent orientation for all nodes given the constraints imposed by the edges, and (2) contig ordering, which is equivalent to embedding the contigs on a line while preserving the intercontig gaps specified by the edges. Our approaches to solving these problems are presented below.
Contig Orientation
In the absence of errors, the contig orientation problem is trivial because it can be phrased as the problem of coloring a bipartite graph with two colors, the colors corresponding to the two possible orientations of each contig. In the presence of errors, however, the underlying graph may not be bipartite. Undirected cycles that contain an odd number of reversal edges prevent us from assigning a consistent orientation to all nodes in the graph. We are thus faced with an optimization problem: Remove the minimum number of edges (the principle of parsimony suggests that these links are erroneous) such that the remaining graph contains no cycles with an odd number of reversal edges. This optimization problem is NP-hard (Kececioglu and Myers 1995) and so we have opted for a heuristic approach. We greedily assign 
Contig Ordering
Once all contigs have been properly oriented, we need to embed them on a line (or circle in the case of some bacterial chromosomes) by finding an ordering of the contigs that is consistent with the constraints specified by the edges. Again this problem is trivial in the absence of errors, as we can solve it through a simple topological ordering of the nodes in the graph, subject to edge length constraints (see, e.g., Thayer et al. 1999) . Errors in the linking data may prevent a consistent solution, though, as for example when constraints propagated along two parallel paths are found to be inconsistent when the two paths meet at the same node. The associated optimization problem that removes the minimum number of edges in order to allow a consistent layout is NP-hard. We use a greedy heuristic, starting with all of the edges at their maximum allowable length (where length corresponds to the fragment size from the DNA library), then assign each contig a coordinate on a linear axis. This procedure starts by anchoring the first unplaced contig, then traverses the graph in a breadth-first manner, placing each contig at the maximum value permitted by its edge constraints. We ignore those links that contradict the placement of an already visited node, specifically, if two parallel paths meet at a node N, the first path to reach N defines its placement. Once a node is placed, its position will not change, and all edges that disagree with its placement are rejected as incorrect. This step is necessary to ensure that the topological ordering of the nodes is consistent; that is, one contig cannot both precede and follow another contig.
Finally, contigs are brought back towards each other as close as possible to the midpoint of the range defined by the length constraints on the edges. The basic rationale behind this "expand-contract" heuristic is that setting the edges at their maximum length provides the opportunity for small contigs to fit in the gaps between other contigs. The subsequent contraction step reduces the gap sizes to the midpoint of the allowable range defined by the edge-bundling procedure. The ordering procedure is repeated until all contigs have been placed in scaffolds.
Note that our approach does not prevent two contigs from occupying the same space. Such a situation may legitimately occur in practice when assembling a mixture of haplotypes. Other scaffolders remove such ambiguity from the data, thus removing information useful in the analysis of the genome. Even in the case when the ambiguous ordering is caused by misassembled repeats, the ambiguous information is useful because it allows finishing experts to identify and resolve these repeats.
Hierarchical Scaffolding
The problems described in the previous sections are computationally intractable when errors are present in the data. We have developed a heuristic framework meant to reduce the effect of errors in the data. Each link presented to Bambus can be assigned a priority reflecting the quality of the link. Scaffolding then proceeds in a hierarchical fashion. The highest-quality links are used to generate a set of scaffolds, then iteratively lower-quality links are added in order to combine already created scaffolds. At each stage, we only use those links that do not conflict with the already computed scaffolds. Note that the quality of a particular link reflects two different factors: (1) the underlying quality of the actual sequencing process-for example, read pairing errors are significantly fewer in small insert libraries than in BAC libraries, and (2) the number of links connecting two contigs-because errors generally occur as independent events, collections of links that are mutually consistent greatly increase the confidence in the contig adjacency information. Note, however, that this latter assumption can be incorrect for misassembled repeats. To reduce the effects of such misassemblies, Bambus includes a mechanism for screening out suspected repeats.
Untangling
As discussed above, the scaffolds produced by Bambus may contain ambiguously placed contigs. Although this situation may be preferred when using the scaffolds to guide finishing efforts, or when analyzing the haplotype structure of a genome, these ambiguous scaffolds cannot be used by analysis software that depends on a single linear molecule, such as gene finders or database search software (e.g., BLAST). To aid such analyses we have developed a program called "untangle" that converts the ambiguous scaffolds into single linear stretches.
The untangling problem is equivalent to finding a path through the graph such that no two nodes on the path overlap. Unfortunately, this problem is NP-complete, essentially equivalent to the "path with forbidden pairs" problem (Garey and Johnson 1979) . We implemented a simple heuristic that proceeds in a greedy fashion, traversing the scaffold from left to right and removing links that cause contigs to overlap. The untangler proceeds by iteratively finding a longest non-self-overlapping path, removing all of the nodes on the path and the edges adja- This simple procedure performs fairly well in practice, as will be shown in the next section. It is important to note, however, that tangles such as that shown in Figure 7 (see below) cannot be correctly resolved without splitting the contig corresponding to a collapsed repeat (the contig in the center of the figure) into multiple contigs representing the copies of the repeat. The untangling algorithm described above would choose an arbitrary path through the tangle, then isolate the remaining paths into separate scaffolds. We are in the process of developing a more sophisticated algorithm that correctly identifies and resolves repeats; those results will be presented in a future publication.
RESULTS

Genome Finishing
Linking information provided by mated reads from opposite ends of the same fragment has been used to guide the finishing of virtually all genomes sequenced since the completion of H.
influenzae. The task of ordering and orienting the contigs is daunting in the absence of linking data. Laboratory techniques exist that help determine the correct ordering of contigs (Tettelin et al. 1999) ; however, these techniques are expensive in terms of both labor and reagents. Scaffolding greatly reduces the complexity of this task by providing large stretches over which the contigs are correctly ordered and oriented. In this case specialized techniques are only needed to order the scaffolds with respect to each other.
Genome finishing involves targeted sequencing experiments designed to fill in the gaps between the contigs, in order to obtain a single contiguous sequence for each molecule of DNA. Bambus aids this process by providing information about all of the DNA fragments that bridge a gap between two contigs. This information, useful in selecting the most appropriate fragment to be used as a template in a directed sequencing experiment, is provided explicitly by Bambus in a "details" file (Fig. 5) . The first line describes the relationship between the two adjacent contigs, namely their estimated coordinates and orientations in the scaf-
Figure 7
Scaffold "tangled" by a repeat and potential paths through the repeat. This scaffold, from Brucella suis, was resolved by correct placement of three copies of identical ribosomal RNA sequences at distinct locations in the genome. Bambus also provides a global overview of the relationships between the contigs. This graphical display is produced with the help of the GraphViz package (Gansner and North 2000) . Figure  6 presents an example of the overview image. Each contig's length and coordinates within the scaffold are indicated in the figure. The arrow representing the contig indicates its orientation in the scaffold. The links between the contigs are annotated with information about the number of valid links and the libraries they belong to (represented as single letter codes), as well as information about the number of links deemed invalid due to their length or orientation.
The situation shown in Figure 6 is a "clean" example, in that the links allow a consistent layout of the contigs along the chromosome. This overview display provides little additional information in the case of such linear scaffolds. The display is, however, extremely useful when analyzing complex scaffolds. As an example, Figure 7 shows the "tangled" structure of a scaffold caused by the presence of a misassembled repeat in the highlighted contig. The image allows us to estimate that at least three copies of this repeat (in this case a ribosomal RNA subunit from Brucella suis; Paulsen et al. 2002) are assembled together in the central contig, because the graph shows at least three possible paths (shown by thick arrows in the figure) through this repeat. Each path corresponds to the location of one of the repeat copies in the genome. This information can be used to design laboratory experiments in order to validate the correct layout of the genome. Moreover, such tangles in the graph are useful in identifying potential misassemblies even in the absence of unusually deep-coverage (a key feature often used to detect misassemblies) regions in the contigs.
Haplotype Detection
The genomes of most multicellular organisms contain two copies of each chromosome. Though generally similar, the copies, called haplotypes, often differ from each other enough to complicate the assembly process. The differences usually consist of single-base-pair polymorphisms, though longer insertion and deletions are not uncommon. In extreme cases, for example, in the case of the sea-squirt Ciona intestinalis , the two copies of a chromosome may differ by up to 15%; moreover, such differences are not uniform across the chromosome. Separating the chromosomes prior to sequencing is usually impossible, leading to a shotgun library that contains a mixture of the chromosomes. Most assembly programs were not specifically developed to handle polymorphic data, and as a result might misassemble these regions. For example, a polymorphic segment might be assembled as two tandem nonidentical copies of the region. In the highly polymorphic regions, assemblers are able to separate the two chromosomes into different contigs. The resulting assembly is thus a mosaic of the two haplotypes. This structure becomes immediately obvious in the output of Bambus. Figure 8 shows such a situation found in the Trypanosoma cruzi genome, a human parasite currently being sequenced at TIGR. The eight contigs in the figure are arranged in a structure typical for polymorphic genomes. The graph can be decomposed into two parallel sections (contigs 2, 3, 5, 6 and contigs 1, 4, 7) that appear to The "# errors" column indicates the number of contigs that were incorrectly scaffolded with respect to the reference genome.
occupy the same place along the chromosome yet whose contigs have not been assembled together. Unlike the case of repeats where the graph appears hopelessly tangled (as in Fig. 7 ), the scaffolds of polymorphic genomes have structures similar to those in Figure 8 that stretch for long sections of the chromosome. This characteristic "bubble" graph (initially described by Fasulo et al. 2002 ) is a clear indication of polymorphism. The bubbles-parallel paths-appear in those sections of the genome where the two haplotypes diverge, then rejoin in sections where the two chromosomes are similar (e.g., at contigs 4 and 8). To verify this hypothesis we aligned the contigs to each other using MUMmer (Delcher et al. 2002) . The result, shown at the bottom of Figure 8 , confirms the existence of two haplotypes that diverge by as much as 17% between each other. We found similar structures in an assembly of the sea-squirt Ciona savignyi that we created from data provided to the Trace Archive (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces) by the Whitehead Institute's Center for Genome Research. Similar evidence of widespread polymorphism was found in the related species C. intestinalis .
Comparison With Celera Assembler and Arachne
We tested the performance of Bambus on the assembly benchmark data set provided at http://www.tigr.org/tdb/benchmark. These data consist of the shotgun reads from five bacterial genomes: Brucella suis 1330 , Shewanella oneidensis MR1 , Staphylococcus aureus COL (S. Gill, unpubl. data), Staphylococcus epidermidis RP62A (S. Gill, unpubl. data), and Wolbachia spp (J. Eisen, unpubl. data). All five genomes have been finished to a high degree of accuracy so that they represent reliable references for testing assemblies. We compared the output of Bambus with that produced by the scaffolders used within Celera Assembler (Myers et al. 2000) and Arachne (Batzoglou et al. 2002; Jaffe et al. 2003) . It is important to note that the purpose of this comparison was to evaluate the performance of Bambus rather than compare Celera Assembler to Arachne. We separately ran Bambus on the contig sets generated by each assembler, then "untangled" the resulting scaffolds in order to produce a collection of linear scaffolds (for more information on this procedure, see the Methods section). The results are summarized in Table 1 . For each set of scaffolds we report the maximum size and span, as well as the N50 size of the scaffolds (The N50 statistic of a set of scaffolds [weighted median] is the minimum scaffold length L such that more than half of the genome is contained in scaffolds of length ՆL). The size of a scaffold represents the sum of the lengths of the contigs contained in the scaffold. The span of a scaffold is an estimate of the length of the section of the genome covered by the scaffolds that includes the estimated distances between linked contigs. Span statistics are of less importance when comparing scaffolds as they are very sensitive to the accuracy of library size estimates. Table 2 describes the overall statistics for each of the five genomes.
Before discussing the results of the comparison, we would like to point out a particular feature of Celera Assembler that affects the interpretation of the data. Celera Assembler does not incorporate all contigs into scaffolds. Some contigs are considered to have poor quality (based on arrival rate statistics; Myers et al. 2000) and are ignored by the scaffolder. Because these contigs were available to Celera Assembler's scaffolder, we provided them as input to Bambus. Bambus is required to place all contigs in scaffolds and will thus generally create more scaffolds than Celera Assembler. The number of scaffolds should therefore be discounted when comparing Celera Assembler with Bambus.
The results of our comparison show that Bambus performs well when compared to both Celera Assembler and Arachne. Based on size statistics, Bambus outperformed Celera Assembler on three of the five data sets: S. oneidensis, S. aureus, and Wolbachia. Bambus outperformed Arachne on a different set of three genomes: S. oneidensis, S. epidermidis, and Wolbachia. In a fourth genome, S. aureus, Bambus' performance was very slightly worse than Arachne's, with both scaffolders generating the same largest scaffold. Bambus had poor performance (with respect to the other two scaffolders) in only one case: the Brucella suis genome. Closer inspection revealed that Bambus was unable to resolve the layout of the genome around the three rRNA genes (large, 100% identical regions) present in Brucella. Both Celera Assembler and Arachne incorrectly collapsed these genes into a single 6-kbp contig. Removing this contig allowed Bambus to build scaffolds comparable to those produced by Celera Assembler and Arachne.
The overall statistics shown in Table 1 can be misleading, mainly because scaffolds are sometimes much larger because they are incorrect. We aligned all of the contigs to the reference for each genome, then compared each scaffold with the order and orientation of the contigs defined by these alignments. Both Arachne and Celera Assembler produced some incorrect contigs which could not be consistently aligned to the reference. For the purposes of the comparison, we used only those contigs that could be unambiguously located within the reference sequence. A summary of the contigs ignored by the analysis is shown in Table 3 . The last column in Table 1 reports the numbers of contigs that were incorrectly placed in scaffolds; that is, those contigs whose order or orientation did not agree with that implied by an alignment to the reference. In the case of a scaffold that contained errors, we identified the largest number of contigs that agreed with the reference and marked the remaining contigs as errors.
On average, Bambus produces slightly more erroneous scaffolds than Arachne and Celera Assembler. This is not surprising given that this version of Bambus was designed as a support tool for finishing efforts, by providing a consistent view of all linking www.genome.org information between contigs. The software used to generate linear scaffolds is confused by misassembled repeats, leading to the observed errors. We would like to point out that the input to Bambus consisted of only the location of reads within the contigs and information about the pairing of the reads. Scaffolders that are tightly coupled with a particular assembly package can usually utilize additional information, such as the location of repeats and potential misassemblies, and therefore can have a distinct advantage over general-purpose scaffolders such as Bambus. We provided Bambus with the capability to screen out those links anchored in user-specified sections of the genome. This feature allowed us to reduce the influence of repeats on Bambus output. We identified potential repeats in the genome using the Closure Repeat Finder (open-source package available from the TIGR software page http://www.tigr.org/software). This package, based on "reputer" (Kurtz and Schleiermacher 1999) , identifies nearly identical (>97.5% identity) repeats of more than 200 bp. Such repeats often confuse assembly programs, leading to ambiguous linking information. Bambus can ignore all reads anchored in such repeats, thus limiting the effects of potential misassemblies. After this repeat-screening step, Bambus was able to generate better scaffolds. A similar phenomenon can be observed in our analysis of low-coverage dog genome data. With the exception of S. oneidensis and S. aureus, the repeat-masked scaffolds contained no errors. Whereas in most cases the removal of repeat-induced links led to smaller scaffolds (as evidenced by a decrease in the N50 scaffold sizes), in S. epidermidis the absence of ambiguous data allowed Bambus to generate significantly larger scaffolds. For the same genome, Bambus generated larger scaffolds than Arachne, all of them correct. Similarly, in Wolbachia Bambus outperforms Celera Assembler and generates scaffolds similar to Arachne's.
Comparative Genomics
An ever-increasing number of genomes are becoming available to researchers, providing opportunities for comparative genomic analyses. Although for some genomes a complete sequence is available, for many others the only available data are shotgun sequencing reads and a collection of contigs from a preliminary assembly of these reads. In the latter case, the use of scaffold data is essential for comparative genomic applications by providing long-range relationships between individual contigs. Here we describe the use of Bambus in two different comparative projects. The first project is an analysis of multiple strains of Bacillus anthracis. The project started at TIGR after the bio-terror attacks of October 2001 with an analysis of the differences between the strain used in the attacks and a common laboratory strain . These differences can be used to design highly precise strain identification assays. The genome of the Ames strain of B. anthracis was completed at TIGR (Read et al. 2003) and provides a reference for comparisons with other related strains. We have sequenced the genomes of Bacillus cereus, B. anthracis strain Kruger B, and an ancestral Ames strain (with more strains underway). We assembled each of the individual strains using Celera Assembler. In order to take advantage of the reference sequence provided by the completed Ames genome, we aligned the contigs from each assembly to the reference using MUMmer. The "showtiling" program of the MUMmer package was used to convert the alignments into a set of Bambus-compatible links between the contigs. We then used Bambus to produce scaffolds in a hierarchical manner. We first used the mate-pair information, then added the links inferred from the alignment data to link together the resulting scaffolds. In all but the case of B. cereus, Bambus was able to generate a single scaffold spanning the entire main chromosome (5.23 Mb). Because B. cereus is a more distant relative of B. anthracis, the nucleotide-level comparisons did not yield sufficient information to produce a single scaffold. We therefore aligned the B. cereus contigs to the B. anthracis reference at the protein level using "promer," another program packaged with MUMmer. The protein-level links allowed us to generate a correct scaffold spanning most of the main chromosome of B. cereus. Note that the alignment data were only used in places where mate-pair data were either nonexistent or insufficient. This method can thus be used for scaffolding even when some rearrangements have occurred between the two genomes. Giving priority to the alignment data would limit our ability to detect such rearrangements.
The second comparative project is an assembly of the Drosophila pseudoobscura genome using data provided by the Human Genome Sequencing Center at Baylor College of Medicine. D. pseudoobscura was sequenced with the specific goal of making a comparison with Drosophila melanogaster and using the comparison to improve gene prediction in Drosophila species. We assembled the shotgun data using Celera Assembler, obtaining a 146-Mb assembly (available from ftp://ftp.tigr.org/pub/data) comprised of 4653 scaffolds. As is clear from Tables 1 and 2 , Celera Assembler is particularly conservative when generating scaffolds, a feature that allows it to produce few errors, sometimes at the expense of scaffold size. In order to obtain larger scaffolds, we used Bambus to build upon the Celera Assembler scaffolds using mate-pair information that did not conflict with the layout imposed by Celera Assembler. In addition, we allowed Bambus to utilize "degenerate" contigs from Celera Assembler (contigs that the assembler concludes are repetitive or otherwise unreliable, Good, contigs that confirmed the reference; mis-asm, disagreements between a particular assembly and the reference-these are likely mis-assemblies in the assembly; no match, the number of contigs that did not align to the reference-most likely contaminants (e.g., Wolbachia is known to have a large amount of Drosophila contamination) or small mis-assembled contigs. (Gonzalez et al. 2002) .
Analysis of Low-Coverage Shotgun Data From the Dog Genome
Due to the large costs involved in completely sequencing a mammalian genome, funds are currently available for sequencing only those organisms considered of strategic importance to biomedical research. In order to assess the usefulness of lowcoverage data, researchers at TIGR and Celera Genomics sequenced the genome of a standard poodle to ‫ן5.1‬ coverage (Kirkness et al. 2003) . The analysis of these data can pave the way for similar low-pass sequencing projects meant to provide the scientific community with genomic data from multiple mammals, even when funds are not available for the completion of these genomes. The data, consisting of 6.22 million reads from two genomic libraries with 2-kb and 10-kb insert sizes respectively, were assembled using Celera Assembler. The assembly consisted of 1.09 million contigs of mean length 1393 bases, and 0.85 million singleton reads. At ‫ן5.1‬ coverage, few contigs can be linked by multiple clones, and scaffolds of double-linked dog contigs incorporated only ∼660 Mb of the assembled sequence. Scaffold data are especially important for such low-coverage genomes, as they provide long-range linking information between specific areas of interest within the genome. One particular use of these data was to identify regions of the genome that were located near known genetic markers.
In order to incorporate more contigs within scaffolds, Bambus was set to allow single links when generating scaffolds and rerun over the entire data set. To reduce the effect of errors in the read-pairing data, Bambus was run in a hierarchical fashion, first building a collection of double-linked scaffolds, then combining the scaffolds using the single-link data that did not conflict with the already generated scaffolds. Due to the large number of repeats present in the dog genome, the resulting scaffolds were considerably "tangled" as described above. We used the "untangle" program to disambiguate these scaffolds.
To further aid the disambiguation process, we ignored the links of any contig that connected to six or more other contigs, as well as the links of any contig containing any sequence covered by more than 10 reads. Such contigs usually represent misassemblies and can confuse the untangling algorithm. We thus removed the linking information for 17,318 contigs before attempting the disambiguation of the scaffolds. The statistics of these three scaffolding approaches are presented in Table 4 .
To ascertain the quality of these scaffolds, we used an independently generated 512-kb reference sequence (consisting of four overlapping BACs with GenBank accession numbers AC114891, AC114332, AC113570, AC114890). After removing known repeats, we identified a set of 222 contigs that unambiguously mapped to the reference sequence. For the purpose of this analysis, we ignored any singleton sequences, as they provide little scaffolding information; moreover, their placement is very sensitive to library size estimates. We then validated the scaffolds by comparing the order and orientation of the contigs inferred from the mapping to the reference with that produced by Bambus. We analyzed only those scaffolds that contained two or more mapped contigs. For each such scaffold we identified the largest set of contigs that agreed with the order and orientation specified by the reference sequence. The remaining contigs in the scaffold were marked as "incorrectly placed". The results are summarized in Table 5 . The analysis clearly shows that the removal of suspected repeats improved the scaffolding. When repeats were removed, only two contigs were incorrectly placed by the scaffolder, as opposed to 16 when all contigs were used.
The results of this experiment are a clear testament to Bambus' ability to provide correct scaffolding information, even in the particularly difficult case of a highly repetitive genome at low sequence coverage. Even without removing known repeats from consideration, Bambus was able to correctly scaffold more than 90% of the contigs.
DISCUSSION
The diverse applications described in this paper demonstrate that Bambus is a versatile, general-purpose scaffolder. We have used it together with our collaborators to build scaffolds on data ranging from simple bacterial genomes to complex mammalian genomes. Bambus performs well in comparison to the scaffolders packaged with Celera Assembler and Arachne-assemblers with a proven track record in assembling large whole-genome shotgun data The data are separated into ALL-aggregate for a complete run of Bambus and C++-data for the C++ component of the code. The dog data is a worst-case scenario due to the low coverage ‫)ן5.1(‬ and the fact that singleton contigs were included in the analysis.
sets. Although Bambus has certain limitations in generating linear scaffolds, it is the only scaffolder able to highlight the haplotype structure of a genome. Furthermore, Bambus is the only scaffolder that provides the detailed information required during the finishing stages of a sequencing project. Some of this information is already available as part of the output of sequence assemblers; however, specialized software is usually needed to extract it in a format suitable for use during finishing. Furthermore, we would like to emphasize the fact that the current version of Bambus does not attempt to replace, or compete with, the specialized scaffolders included in most assemblers. These scaffolders have access to more detailed information about the contigs produced by the assembler and contain sophisticated algorithms in order to correctly navigate through tangles caused by repeats. Often, such scaffolders are used as part of an iterative process that produces increasingly better assemblies by interleaving assembly and scaffolding routines. Bambus was designed to complement such assemblers by providing users with the means for analyzing the relationships between contigs and scaffolds that could not be unambiguously determined by the assembler. This task is particularly important, especially as the specific assumptions made by the assemblers are often not clearly described in their documentation; moreover, most assemblers attempt to resolve only a small subset of the scaffolding problems described above. As an example, the haplotype problem is virtually ignored by most state-of-the-art assemblers.
Feature Summary
The previous section described examples of a wide variety of applications for Bambus, ranging from simple bacterial genomes to complex mammals. The features that are key to Bambus' ability to handle such diverse data sets are:
• A flexible and extensible XML interface that allows arbitrary linking data to be provided; • Comprehensive output including both a graphical overview as well as detailed information about each scaffold; • Priorities that can be assigned to linking data on the basis of individual libraries or specific redundancies (number of links required between adjacent contigs); • The ability to screen out specified sections of the genome (e.g., repeats); • Flexibility in specifying scaffolding parameters through a simple configuration file; • The ability to use data produced by most commonly-used assemblers.
Implementation Details
Bambus consists of a collection of C++ and Perl programs that interact through a simple XML-based interface. The main scaffolding engine, "grommit," is written entirely in C++ and operates on abstract contig links. A collection of Perl scripts collect the linking data from multiple sources, convert it to the input format for "grommit," then process the output to generate a wide variety of reports. An image of the scaffold layout is generated with the use of the GraphViz (Gansner and North 2000) graphdrawing package from AT&T. An additional set of Perl scripts called "bamboo" provide an interface between the Bambus output and a relational database, and a collection of Web pages provide easy in-house access to scaffold data as relevant to finishing teams. Bambus accepts input directly from the output of TIGR Assembler, Phrap, and from the common .ACE file format produced by several other assemblers. Scripts are included to convert Arachne and Celera Assembler output to Bambus input. In addition, contig linking data can be specified through an XML-based interface, allowing the integration of Bambus into other software packages.
Timing and Memory Usage
To evaluate Bambus' performance we scaffolded the data from three genomes: Bacillus anthracis, Drosophila pseudoobscura, and Canis familiaris. The results are summarized in Table 6 . All of the jobs were executed on a Compaq Alpha machine with four 500-MHz processors, and 32 GB of RAM running Tru64 Unix version 5.1. We reported both the overall execution statistics and those for just the C++ component of our code in order to allow an accurate evaluation of the true computational complexity. The Perl component of Bambus uses hash tables-datastructures known to be inefficient in the current versions of Perl. Also note that the dog (Canis familiaris) data set is particularly complex because it represents a ‫ן5.1‬ coverage assembly containing singleton contigs (normally excluded by most assemblers). This data set is therefore a worst-case scenario for mammalian-sized genomes.
Availability
The current version of Bambus (version 2.3) is available under an open-source license from http://www.tigr.org/software/bambus. The code has been tested on three commonly used computing platforms: Intel PCs running Linux, Sun/Solaris, and Alpha/ Ultrix computers. We continue to improve the algorithms used in Bambus in order to overcome the challenges posed by complex genome projects. Bambus is also part of the open-source whole-genome assembly package AMOS currently being developed jointly by TIGR, the University of Maryland, and other research groups.
